The Superpowers and the Middle East
in a decisive shift in the balance of power and this, in turn, would
have far-reaching repercussions not only on the area concerned
but in other parts of the world as well.
The United States is, therefore, faced with a dilemma: while
on the one hand, it seeks to protect the Arab states against
Israel's superior military power by either preventing its use
altogether or, if that proves impossible, by preventing its decisive
use; on the other hand, it has the responsibility of underwriting
the continuing existence of Israel as an independent state and
giving it the support necessary to hold its own against the Arab
states.*7 The United States, in fact, has been attempting to pursue
a 'balance of power' policy, seeking a position between the ex-
treme claims of Israel and the Arab states and a means of pre-
venting the erosion of her influence among the Arabs. She has
sought to support both sides upto a point with a view to main-
taining the existing distribution of power and preserving the
status quo. However, the United States" apparent acceptance of
the Israeli view that no Arab territory need be given up except
as part of a comprehensive settlement, is looked upon by the
Arabs as a convincing evidence of U.S. partiality towards Israel.**8
As a matter of fact, internal political considerations—the exis-
tence of powerful Zionist pressure groups9^ and strong pro-
97 The United States has not, however, entered into any security arran-
gement with Israel with a view to avoiding antagonizing the Arab states.
8g Basically, there are three things that Israel wants from Washington:
First, to deter the Russians, as in June 1967, from direct military inter-
vention against her. Second, to refrain from imposing, alone or with
others, a solution which Israel judges contrary to her interests. Third,
to ensure that Israel's armaments do not fall dangerously below the level
of the Arab states.
99 The powerful Zionist pressure groups in the United States dangle
the Jewish vote before American politicians, claiming that that they can
deliver or withhold it on the basis of a candidate's policy toward Israel.
They exercise great control over newspapers, magazines, radio, television
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